About our Products
Spirit Works Distillery Vodka
Our Vodka is distilled from organic, California-grown Hard Red Winter Wheat from
the Sacramento-Valley area. The difference lies in the grain-to-glass production
philosophy that Spirit Works Distillery embraces. We begin with whole grain that we
then mill, mash, ferment, and distill entirely onsite. By controlling each step of the
production process, we are able to preserve the distinct characteristics of the wheat.
The vodka displays sweet caramel and warm earthy notes, like the grain itself, and
provides a round mouth feel and extremely smooth finish.
SRP: $30
ABV: 43%
Spirit Works Distillery Gin
Our Gin starts with whole grains of organic California Red Winter Wheat, which are
milled, mashed, fermented, and distilled, entirely by hand at the Distillery. This
meticulous ‘grain-to-glass’ process maintains the distinct characteristic of the grain,
creating a round and slightly sweet base spirit. It is classically distilled with juniper
berries, along with traditional old-world and fresh California botanicals. Some of
these ingredients are macerated directly in the pot, while some delicate botanicals are
hung in the neck of the still for vapor infusion. This gin has spicy notes of cardamom
and coriander, fresh lemon and orange zest, earthy angelica and orris root, and floral
hibiscus.
SRP: $35;
ABV: 43%
Spirit Works Distillery Sloe Gin
Our Sloe Gin is currently the only traditional sloe gin produced in the USA. Sloe
berries are the fruit of the blackthorn bush and are a tiny relative of the plum. We
begin with whole sloe berries and steep them in our gin then finish it off with cane
sugar. Two pounds of berries, imported from Europe, are used to make just one
bottle of Spirit Works Distillery Sloe Gin. The tradition, and recipe, has been handed
down through the Marshall family for generations. In the UK, foraging the wild
berries and steeping them in gin has been part of rural family heritage for centuries.
Traditionally, sloe gin is served after a meal as a digestif like port, but it has quickly

become a popular cocktail ingredient with mixologists for its unique color and flavor.
SRP: $40
ABV: 27%
Barrel Gin
To create Spirit Works Distillery Barrel Gin, we began with our gin and let it rest in a
brand new, 53-gallon, American White Oak barrel. Each month we tasted it until we
finally achieved the balance we were hoping for. We wanted a final product that
allowed the botanicals in our gin to be enhanced by time in the barrel, not
overpowered by it. The Red Winter Wheat base provides a subtle sweetness and
round mouth feel. Hand- zested citrus turned to candied lemon and orange and notes
of coriander and cardamom add a subtle spice. Rich vanilla and butterscotch from the
barrel can be found both on the nose and in the finish. We recommend sipping this
spirit neat or using it to elevate your favorite gin cocktail.
SRP: $55
ABV: 45%
Spirit Works Distillery Barrel Reserve Sloe Gin
Our Barrel Reserve Sloe Gin is the first, and only, of its kind. We had never heard of
a barrel-aged Sloe Gin before, and the temptation was too much. We began with
Spirit Works Distillery Sloe Gin and, much like with our Barrel Gin, let it rest in a
brand new, 53-gallon, American White Oak barrel for several months. Time in the
barrel rounded the tart characteristics of the sloes and the result is a rich and fullbodied liqueur with a velvety mouth-feel. Boasting with notes of clove, cardamom,
and orange peel, this truly one of a kind product is the perfect sip at the end of any
meal.
SRP: $75
ABV: 29.6%
Spirit Works Distillery Straight Wheat Whiskey
Our Straight Wheat Whiskey is made from 100% organic, Red Winter Wheat grown
in California’s Sacramento Valley. We are proud to mill, mash, ferment, and distill all
of our spirits entirely on site at our distillery in Sonoma County.
Each batch is aged for a minimum of two years in 53-gallon, charred, brand new
American White Oak barrels; it is non-chill filtered in order to preserve the full
aromatic complexity of this uniquely American spirit. Deliberate cuts during
distillation ensure that this whiskey emerges from its time in barrel as a finely layered
and truly distinguished spirit.
Nose: Tobacco and butterscotch mingle with a trace of subtle minerality.

Palate: A long, smooth sip begins with caramelized sugar, filling out with delicate
notes of sweet tea, toasted walnut, and juicy stone fruit.
Finish: A campfire memory of graham crackers, subtle smoke, and bittersweet cocoa
nib finishes with a hint of creamy vanilla.
SRP: $65
ABV: 45%

Spirit Works Distillery Straight Rye Whiskey
Our straight Rye Whiskey is a true small-batch, high-rye whiskey. Rugged and
robust, our rye rewards the discerning drinker who, like us, is thrilled at the
resurgence of this heritage spirit. We’re proud to mill, mash, ferment, and distill all of
our spirits entirely on site at our distillery in Sonoma County.
Each batch is aged for a minimum of two years in 53-gallon, charred, brand new
American White Oak barrels; it is non-chill filtered in order to preserve the full
aromatic complexity of this remarkable American whiskey. Deliberate cuts during
distillation ensure that this whiskey emerges from its time in barrel as a finely layered
and truly distinguished spirit.
Nose: Bright, tart green apple giving way to autumnal notes of baked apple and
coffee, followed by a woodsy aroma of cedar and leather.
Palate: Peppery hints of clove and nutmeg enliven an alluring blend of caramel,
vanilla, and toasted coconut.
Finish: Sweet golden honeycomb rolls down to a smooth finish of warm spice.
SRP: $65
ABV: 45%

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Click here for more information on Spirit Works Distillery and where to find our
products.
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